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2490 Editor Dynamic Drop Down does not load in IE. Fixed dropdown for IE. 9.0.0

2661 Core
jBoss master timeouts in 5 seconds causing the system 
to stop working.

Fixed it as follows: added the property jboss.naming.client.connect.timeout to jms 
InitialContext, and also add this property to the shared config file, the default value 
now is 10000 milliseconds.

9.0.0

2714 Editor
Some operation in Enable 9 is causing duplicates of the 
DamConfig property DAMFilesPerNumberedFolder to 
be created.

Fixed to make sure that the micro-services patch is being applied properly. Checked 
the path to the executable that is on the service and where the patched executable 
actually is.

9.0.0

2731 Editor Attribute description is off-screen. Description now shown to the right. 9.0.0

2791 Editor Validate after Multi-Edit never finishes.
Fixed doCheckBatchStatus() to update jobHistory status correctly when validate job 
is appended to updateAll job.

9.0.0

2870 Editor Validate after multi-edit does not run in Enable2020.
enable2020 now creates updateAll background job, and "validate after multi-edit" 
option is recognized.

9.0.0

2885 Import
Classic UI - Unable to import records on 
ConfigurationModel repository.

Enable2020 now creates updateAll background job, and "validate after multi-edit" 
option is recognized.

9.0.0

2500 Core VTL decimal in formula not calculating correctly.
Custom VTL had incorrect value specified, so no records matched due to this. 

8.2.0
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2669 Editor
Record tied to workflow will show Workflow locked on 
many records if more than 100 work items are assigned 
to the logged-in user.

Upadted the TMBoxServlet.getJSONActivityListForWorkItem method to find the 
wivList details via paging the list workItemVersionSpecList; 
- updated the TMBoxServlet.getJSONActivityListForWorkItem to read the config 
property tm.boxSevlet.wivList.pagingSize from EPX config.properties file, and default 
value is set to 100

8.2.0

2734 Editor Error saving repository record. Fixed the case where a pre-save validation rule set the item attribute value to null 8.2.0

2793 Editor Issue with sorting.
Fixed retrieval of codeSet values to be sorted alphabetically in the repeating field 
selection.

8.2.0

2516 Export
XML Export Template with DAMLinks Relationship 
Selected Yields Irrelevant DAMLinks When Other Repo 
has Same PK1.

Fixed the query for items to address this situation. 8.2.0

2591 Export
XML Type Export Template Includes Empty Attributes 
Despite 'Exclude' Empty Attributes Option.

Use value.trim() in case values are just spaces. 8.2.0

2605 Export
Syndication Export Template is allowing search configs 
from only one linked repository.

3-empty data rows issue has been fixed. 8.2.0

2606 Export Multi-Repository Syndication ignoring linked saved sets.

same as ticket #2634. Part of this was split into separate ticket: 
1. #2638 Enhancement: allow more than 1 searchConfig to be selected when starting 
a publish job. To be scheduled. 
 

8.2.0

2743 Export Issues with Code Set switch in Production/QA machines. fixed to use proper codeSet. 8.2.0

2891 Export Export not working on general search.
fixed issue where multiple search items entered in general search field were not 
translated correctly for submitted job.

8.2.0
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2618 Home
Repository View widget shows all records when a 
search filter is applied.

fix Repository View widget to display proper number of records, and to remove 
down arrow if all records are shown.

8.2.0

2740 Import
Multi repository import creates records but does not 
always link.

fix multi-repo import to handle case where parent & child records are not grouped 
together.

8.2.0

2589 Multi-Languageurl string too long issue with editing multilanguages.
fix the issue: url string too long issue with editing multilanguages on a record 
(replaced $.getJSON with $.doPostJSON)

8.2.0

2794 Security Model - Repositories don't show up.
fix case where repository group not in the selected tab in the repository monitor 
page.

8.2.0

2540 Editor
Profile Propety Rule Condition Editor shows empty 
property list.

fixed to display property list. 8.2.0

2555 Core
PendingRequest job fails when there are no 
PendingRequestAttr entries.

fixed server pendingRequest query to handle this case. 8.2.0

2558 Editor
Saving Category/dynamic mappings does not work on 
attribute detail editor.

modified the dynamic association editor to handle the situation correctly. 8.2.0

2751 Editor
Login hangs in Enable 9 UI if user is not assigned to 
group with both E9 home page and Classic home page 
defined.

fixed to not hang if user has not been assigned capabilities; also added new 
capabilities to address this situation.

9.0.0

2689 Editor DAM Creating Duplicates.
Fixed to make sure that the micro-services patch is being applied properly. Checked 
the path to the executable that is on the service and where the patched executable 
actually is.

9.0.0
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2699 Editor
Hierarchy - Double quote " character breaks the node 
chain.

fix the Hierarchy Tree browser to accommodate the double quote character. 9.0.0

2766 Editor French cannot be selected in Search. fix SearchBuilder page to recognize changed language selection. 9.0.0

2125 Core
"Failed Level A rule " prefix not attached to bulk rule 
error logging.

add "Failed Level A rule " prefix to bulk rule error logging

2719 Core Import performance improvement.
implement change to retrieval of item data to just create item attribute hashmap 
with only the attributes the item currently has values for (usually a much smaller 
set), along with the category attributes that apply to the record

9.0.0

2602 Hierarchy HierarchyTreeEditor.do erroring out.
Fixed the issue HierarchyTreeEditor.do erroring out by setting type to 'POST' in 
ajaxPrefilter.

9.0.0

2623 Import
CSV containing header line with spaces after column 
names fails to import.

fix is to trim() the source column names while creating the internal mappings. 9.0.0

2631 Import XMLExchange import of multi language problem. fix XMLExchange import to correctly handle more than 2 languages. 9.0.0

2582 Multi-Language
Incorrect Syntax for Alternate Language Snapshot 
Tables.

change "-" in language extension to "_" since dash is invalid SQL. 8.2.0

2849 Security Carhartt ADFS.
Server now supports SSO through ADFS; supports use of token verification, 
encryption of assertion, signing of SAML.

9.0.0
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2346 Users &amp; Groups
LDAP creds not working after copying from testLDAP as 
working there.

found and corrected issue with user not being created. 8.2.0

2124 Editor
Code set value in association group displays code 
instead of description.

fix to properly display the description in association group. 8.2.0

2129 Editor Decimal issue with XLS files.
fix is to check for decimal columns to be processed differently with ((NumberCell) 
record[col]).getValue() during the file reading process.

8.2.0
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